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Electro Pulse Boring: An Experimental Rock-breaking Technology for Low-cost Access
to Ubiquitous, Autonomous, Ultra-deep (5-10 km) Geothermal Heat
Figures are from the 21 Oct 12 presentation at New Energy Forum, Guangzhou, China, by Prof Arild Rodland,
Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Trondheim, with permission.
Arild Rodland <arild.rodland.ntnu@gmail.com>
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2006 BIT DESIGN
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Assembly
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PROTOTYPE I
MULTIELECTRODE BIT, 2006
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EPB: Electro Pulse Boring
Cost comparison: Rotary versus EPB

€ 800,000 for 8,000 m borehole @ 50 cm diam
Rotary: 8 km = $ 80 million

Typical 20 cm Φ
€ 2,000 per meter
exponential cost
increase with depth

EPB: 8 km = $ 1 million

Continuous 50 cm Φ
€ 100 per meter
constant with depth
EPB Functions and Principles
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Rotary drilling cost from:

The Future of Geothermal Energy
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Rotary drilling:
$ US 80 million,
8,000 m

Completed well cost $ US million

Tester, J.W., MIT, 2006

EPB
$ 1.1 M
8,000 m

Depth (m)

Cost comparison: EPB versus rotary boring
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EPB is ideal for
closed-loop
single borehole
50 cm diam for
deep hot rock
access
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Simpler and
lower cost than
multi-borehole
“EGS” and
“HDR” systems

CONVENTIONAL
ANNULAR CROSS SECTION

INNOVATIVE
TUBULAR CROSS SECTION:
Successfully tested
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MacArthur Foundation "100&Change" grant application: $ 100 million over three years

Low-cost, Inexhaustible, Ubiquitous, Baseload, CO2-emissions-free, Deep Geothermal
Energy via Novel Electro Pulse Boring (EPB) Technology
Executive Summary
One global Grand Challenge is transforming Humanity's largest industry from ~85% fossil to ~100% renewable,
CO2-emissions-free energy sources as quickly as we prudently and profitably can. Only deep geothermal (5-10
km) can provide low-cost, inexhaustible, baseload, CO2-emissions-free energy, anywhere on Earth. But we lack
technology to bore so deep, at low-enough cost. A novel, nascent technology for ultra-deep boring for hightemperature (200-300C) geothermal heat has been invented by a European consortium with promising proof-ofconcept results: potential is 50-cm-diam boreholes to 5-10km at average $150 per meter, by which electricity
and abundant byproduct heat for district heating and cooling systems is delivered at <$0.04/kWh, anywhere on
Earth. This Electro Pulse Boring (EPB) uses compact equipment to fracture soft or very hard rock with brief, highpower, electric pulses; chips are removed by conventional drilling mud. Advancing the technology to precommercialization will cost $100-250 million. Global licensing effects rapid, low-cost, Climate Change
mitigation.
Team purpose
Alaska Applied Sciences, Inc. (AASI) has been helping, through modest R&D projects, economic analysis, and
advocacy, to transform the world's largest industry from ~85% fossil to ~100% CO2-emissions-free energy
sources, since its founding in 1990. Simultaneously and independently, since 2000, AASI principal Bill Leighty has
been presenting similar analyses, pro bono for The Leighty Foundation: www.leightyfoundation.org/earth.php
We have concluded that attempting "deep decarbonization" of Humanity's energy supply via time-varying
renewable sources and electricity systems for transmission, storage, and integration, is technically and
economically suboptimal vis-a-vis autonomous, inexhaustible, benign, baseload, distributed energy systems
delivering electricity and byproduct hot water from deep (5-10km) "closed" (requiring no fracking of rock at
depth) geothermal sources, anywhere on Earth. The team's purpose: advance EPB to commercialization to
provide easily-transported equipment for low-cost access to deep geothermal energy. The candidate team
members have demonstrated proof-of-concept; the prestige and magnitude of MacArthur grant will unite us.
Team structure
The Team is not yet formally organized. Several of these parties have collaborated over the past decade for
encouraging progress in proof-of-concept shallow (200m) boring in granite, constrained by limited financial
resources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

NTNU, Norway; Prof Arild Rodland (retired)
Unodrill AS, Norway; Prof Arild Rodland
SwissGeoPower; Dr. Hans-Olivier Schiegg
ETH Zurich, Switzerland, Geophysics Institute, Department of Earth Sciences
TerraCOH, Switzerland
Tomsk Polytechnic University, Russia
VITO Belgium
USDOE, FORGE Program
China University of Geosciences, Wuhan
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The MacArthur grant prestige and magnitude will motivate appropriate, necessary collaboration among them
for the progressively-deeper boring required for global commercialization of Electro Pulse Boring (EPB) for an
inexhaustible, ubiquitous, affordable, benign, baseload, global energy supply. Because this collaboration would
be international, for the entire global energy market, formal arrangements have not been made, motivated only
by speculation that the MacArthur grant would be won.
This paper is an example of the nascent Team structure, motivation, and work:
http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12583-015-0519-x

This presentation is an example of the EPB technology via a demonstrated loose team structure:
http://www.swissphotonics.net/libraries.files/11_Rodland_-_Drilling_for_geothermal_energy__The_EPB_story.pdf

Tomsk Polytechnic University, Russia, is the preferred, but not exclusive, source for the first Down Hole Pulse
Generator (DHPG), the critical technology component.
Problem statement
Why suffer climate change and nuclear risks when affordable, clean, inexhaustible, baseload, CO2-emissionsfree energy -- as electricity and hot water for District Heating-cooling Systems (DHS) -- is available from ultradeep (5-10km) geothermal energy, anywhere on Earth? Because no acceptable-cost deep-drilling technology is
available.
Today's Climate Change and nuclear risks are unacceptable, requiring rapid, sustainable replacement of fossil
and nuclear, the two non-renewable primary energies, by the five renewable primary energies: solar, wind,
water, biomass, and geothermal.
"Sustainability" is defined by this simultaneous achievement:
•
•
•

Economical: perennial return on investment (ROI)
Ecological: benign; preserving a sound environment
Social: public acceptance, ubiquity, and equity

“Sustainable energy replacement” requires that the new energy provides:
•
•
•

Cost-competitive baseload (24/7) electricity and heat
Ample energy (electricity+heat)
Autonomous production of electricity and heat

Although Earth's available renewable energy is orders of magnitude larger than Humanity's total energy need,
only a small portion of fossil energies can today be replaced sustainably by renewables, even with the best
available technologies. This discrepancy is especially unfortunate for geothermal energy because:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

99% of Earth's volume is hotter than 1,000°C
One 10km-side-length cube, 7km-deep, contains Humanity's total annual energy consumption
Therefore, ultra-deep (5-10km) geothermal energy:
Is practically inexhaustible and ubiquitous
Enables generating ample baseload electricity and heat
Has no resource costs
Is CO2-emission free
Is essentially risk-free
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Only deep geothermal energy satisfies the above multiple-compatibility requirements. No currently-available
drilling technology can affordably reach deep enough; we must develop and commercialize one. EPB is the most
technically and economically promising of several nascent technologies we considered.
Your solution
Autonomous Deep Geothermal Energy Plants, producing electricity and DHS heat, enabled by Electro Pulse
Boring (EPB).
Humanity requires an energy supply which is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deep (5-10 km) geothermal heat could provide that global total, but it requires: Autonomous,
independent of large-scale geographic infrastructure
Locally-producing electricity and heat, via mini-and-micro-grids
Ubiquitous: available anywhere on Earth
Baseload and inexhaustible: sustainable, for millennia
Affordable and equitable: available to all
Able to satisfy Humanity's entire extant and future energy demands
"Closed system": Clean, benign, without harmful emissions
Free of Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS) seismic dangers
Very low in all economic, environmental, and social risks

Deep (5-10 km) geothermal heat could provide that global total, but it requires:
1. Access: deep boreholes
2. Harvest: transport to surface
3. Electricity generation
4. Delivery of electricity and byproduct heat
Requirement 1, Access, is the obstacle, because the industry-standard conventional, rotary abrasive deepdrilling is too costly, increasing exponentially with depth; one 10 km borehole would cost about $100 million.
While the less-critical requirements 2-4 enjoy adequate innovation, ultra-deep drilling technology R&D lags
severely.
All contemporary innovative ultra-deep-drilling technologies are at TRL 2-4.
Our solution will advance one Access technology, EPB, to TRL 8-9: Commercialization.
Global autonomous energy, the MacArthur grant's result, enables expeditious replacement of fossil and nuclear
energy without major investments in new transmission and storage infrastructure, alleviating Humanity's urgent
climate, ocean, and nuclear risks.
Only deep geothermal energy satisfies the above multiple-compatibility requirements. No currently-available
drilling technology can affordably reach deep enough; we must develop and commercialize one. EPB is the most
technically and economically promising of the several nascent deep-boring technologies we considered.
Location of work
•
•

Norway
Switzerland

•
•

USA
Global reach
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Your tactics and technology
We must design, demonstrate, and bring to TRL 8-9 pre-commercialization, a deep (5-10km), large-diameter
(50cm) boring technology so low in cost that electricity and hot water for DHS may be delivered, anywhere on
Earth, for <$0.04/kWh by distributed geothermal energy plants fed by deep boreholes. We have considered
several nascent deep-boring technologies, including some funded by USDOE ARPA-E, generally at TRL 2-4,
concluding that EPB is the most technically and economically promising. Several European EPB researchers
have made encouraging technical progress, but have not adequately collaborated; have not reached an
adequate and critical funding level. The magnitude and prestige of the MacArthur grant should motivate
needed collaboration and provide adequate R&D&D capital to advance EPB to TRL 8-9, pre-commercialization,
at which private enterprise must invest for global proliferation.
European researchers have demonstrated 50cm diameter EPB boring to 200m with a surface-mounted pulse
generator. Now, the critical component, the Down Hole Pulse Generator (DHPG), able to function at full
borehole depth, temperature, pressure, must be designed and tested: the salient EPB technology risk.
Progressively-deeper boreholes will reveal necessary equipment design improvement iterations. Finally, a MWscale demonstration energy plant will be built, delivering baseload electricity and hot water from the deep
borehole.
Your timeline and key milestones
Year 1
•
•
•
•
•
•

Form collaboration: Europe, USA, China
Commission design + build Down Hole pulse Generator (DHPG), other critical components
Locate and commit to boring test sites for preliminary (to 1km) and ultimate (5-10km) borings
Identify customers for preliminary and ultimate boreholes, as they become obsolete for EPB technology
advancement
Assemble field testing personnel and equipment for future testing program
Milestone 1: Equipment and field test team ready for deployment

Year 2
•
•
•
•
•

Bore progressively-deeper boreholes, logging performance data and design weaknesses, at one or more
boring test sites
Revise DHPG and other equipment designs, from field experience. Build and deploy Generation 2
equipment
Milestone 2: 50 cm diameter borehole to 1-2 km depth
Milestone 3: Continuous penetration rate maintained at > 2m per hour, uninterrupted
Revise DHPG and other equipment designs, from field experience. Build and deploy Generation 3
equipment

Year 3
•
•
•
•

Bore progressively-deeper boreholes, logging performance data and design weaknesses, at one or more
boring test sites
Milestone 2: 50 cm diameter borehole to 6-7 km depth
Milestone 3: Continuous penetration rate maintained at > 5m/hour, uninterrupted
Milestone 4: 50 cm diameter borehole to 8-10 km depth
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Milestone 5: MW-scale energy plant built, for electricity generation and hot water distribution
Milestone 6: Equipment designs matured for pilot-scale production, for lease to geothermal developers
Milestone 7: Business plan to propagate technology equitably and profitably; qualified customers
identified
Milestone 8: MW-scale energy plant commissioned and sold
Final report to MacArthur
Prepare papers for presentation at scientific and industry conferences, and for publication

Evidence of effectiveness
Geothermal energy harvest is a mature industry, but the industry's preferred Enhanced Geothermal Systems
(EGS) technology is not, because it:
Requires two costly, deep boreholes an optimum distance apart;
Requires fracturing ("fracking") the rock between the two boreholes, at depth, which often causes earthquakes;
Is an open system, subject to leakage and contamination
Usually cannot deliver electricity at competitive cost because the cost of deep drilling (5-10km) is too high.
If EPB can produce boreholes 5-10km deep at one tenth the cost of a conventionally-drilled hole that size, it will
enable production of electricity, plus hot water for DHS, at >$0.04/kWh, anywhere on Earth. This would
transform and decarbonize the global energy industry: effective. Low-cost, large-diameter EPB boreholes allow
closed, single-hole systems without deep fracking and consequent earthquake risk, a great technical and social
improvement over EGS: effective. Extracting heat from "hot-dry-rock" by circulating water in borehole(s) is wellestablished technology.
The European EPB researchers published a descriptive article in 2015:
http://en.earth-science.net/PDF/20150228114503.pdf
Prof Rodland, NTNU, reported on EPB progress in 2012, predicting the cost for a 5-10km-deep borehole at <
€100/m, which would be very effective at enabling both low-cost EGS and the simpler "closed" geothermal
systems:
http://www.swissphotonics.net/libraries.files/11_Rodland_-_Drilling_for_geothermal_energy__The_EPB_story.pdf
Pioneering EPB work was reported in 2014 by Tomsk Polytechnic University, Russia:
http://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/552/1/012050/pdf
However, no independent technical or economic evaluation of EPB has been made available to the public; a
confidential SINTEF study is owned by Prof Rodland.
The key to effective, ubiquitous, low-cost, baseload geothermal energy remains low-cost deep boring
technology.
Risk assessment
European researchers have demonstrated proof-of-concept with 200m deep, 50cm diameter, EPB holes in
granite, using a surface-mounted high-power pulse generator. Extracting heat from "hot-dry-rock" by circulating
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water in borehole(s) is well-established technology. Evacuating rock chips from boring via drilling mud and
"hose return" is well-established technology.
Now, we must invest in risky and costly R&D&D to prove low-cost EPB at 5-10km depth. The greatest technical
risk is designing, building, and testing the Down Hole Pulse Generator (DHPG), which must perform at the great
pressure and temperature at the borehole bottom: 270MPa, 300C at 10km. Procuring and testing the DHPG in
a sequence of ever-deeper boreholes, and revising and replacing the DHPG as required by field experience, is a
major cost and the biggest risk of the project. If the DHPG becomes an intractable obstacle, the project will be
terminated and unused and uncommitted funds returned. Also, unanticipated technical risks will emerge in field
testing.
Embracing the EPB project within the USDOE "FORGE"project, perhaps at no cost to USDOE, would reduce site
preparation risk and enhance credibility of the project.
Because EPB-enabled closed geothermal energy plants do not require at-depth fracking, regulators and
policymakers should be pleased; investors should be attracted.
Evaluation
Alaska Applied Sciences, Inc. (AASI, a C-Corp, USA) was founded in Alaska in 1990 by principals Bill Leighty (BSEE,
MBA, Stanford) and Nancy Waterman. It has remained a small R&D company with no full-time employees and
no debt. It performs via contractors. It successfully completed a USDOE R&D contract in 2005:
http://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/859303-oXetpM/
AASI has no previous performance relevant to this EPB project. Principal Bill Leighty has general engineering and
research and management experience; see his co-authored papers and presentations, pro bono for The Leighty
Foundation: www.leightyfoundation.org/earth.php
The project's likely partner persons and organizations embrace a wide range of expertise and performance in
diverse research disciplines. A team has not yet been formed. The magnitude and prestige of the MacArthur
grant will quickly motivate team formation and effective collaboration.
Your previous performance
Alaska Applied Sciences, Inc. (AASI, a C-Corp, USA) was founded in Alaska in 1990 by principals Bill Leighty (BSEE,
MBA, Stanford) and Nancy Waterman. It has remained a small R&D company with no full-time employees and
no debt. It performs via contractors. It successfully completed a USDOE R&D contract in 2005:
http://www.osti.gov/servlets/purl/859303-oXetpM/
AASI has no previous performance relevant to this EPB project. Principal Bill Leighty has general engineering and
research and management experience; see his co-authored papers and presentations, pro bono for The Leighty
Foundation: www.leightyfoundation.org/earth.php
The project's likely partner persons and organizations embrace a wide range of expertise and performance in
diverse research disciplines. A team has not yet been formed. The magnitude and prestige of the MacArthur
grant will quickly motivate team formation and effective collaboration.
Your organizational capacity
AASI's organizational capacity is very small. Our strength is acquaintance with several key EPB researchers, and
the ability to recruit the management experience and expertise to organize the R&D&D collaborative. The
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international project team has not been assembled. The magnitude and prestige of the MacArthur grant will
quickly motivate team formation and effective collaboration, allowing AASI to recruit the management talent to
do so.
Financial records
[letter submitted]
Budget narrative
Budgeting was guided partly by USDOE's ARPA-E and other investments in deep-boring technologies, which have
been generally disappointing, and by the European partners' estimates of resources needed to achieve EPB
success. $100 million should be adequate to advance EPB to Technology Readiness Level (TRL) 8-9, "precommercialization-commercialization", which will include one multi-MW deep-geothermal generating plant
supplying baseload electricity via an Organic Rankine Cycle (ORG) turbogenerator plus byproduct hot water for a
district heating-cooling system (DHS) plus greenhouse agriculture. This pilot plant's success, documented via
operational test data, and the magnitude and prestige of the MacArthur grant, will allow the project partnership
to attract adequate additional research, development, demonstration ( R&D&D) funding to advance EPB to TRL
9 and launch the EPB industry. Capital will consequently flow to invest in profitable global proliferation of deepgeothermal energy plants.
Personnel costs will be distributed among the several collaborating project partners. Major equipment costs are
for R&D and fabrication of novel EPB system components; the Down Hole Pulse Generator and borehead
electrode array are the most risky and critical, and will require design improvements and equipment rebuilding
as the project progresses. Rather than building field testing and other capabilities among the partners, most
work will be via contractors. Budget, scope-of-work, and schedule will be established via MOU among the
several project partners.
This is a risky, high-potential-reward, R&D&D project for which budget flexibility is essential. We will propose
embedding EPB in the USDOE "FORGE" project , to achieve major cost savings, enhancing project visibility and
credibility.

Total projected implementation costs
YEAR 1

AMOUNT (US DOLLARS)

Personnel

8,000,000

Fringe Benefits

1,000,000

Travel
Equipment

100,000
20,000,000

Materials and Supplies

2,000,000

Contracted Services

7,450,000

Other Direct Costs

1,000,000

Monitoring, Learning and Evaluation

300,000

Overhead Costs (No more than 15%)

150,000
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YEAR 2

AMOUNT (US DOLLARS)

Personnel

8,000,000

Fringe Benefits

1,000,000

Travel

150,000

Equipment

19,000,000

Materials and Supplies

3,000,000

Contracted Services

7,500,000

Other Direct Costs

800,000

Monitoring, Learning and Evaluation

400,000

Overhead Costs (No more than 15%)

150,000

YEAR 3

AMOUNT (US DOLLARS)

Personnel

5,000,000

Fringe Benefits

600,000

Travel

200,000

Equipment

5,000,000

Materials and Supplies

2,000,000

Contracted Services

6,425,000

Other Direct Costs

300,000

Monitoring, Learning and Evaluation

400,000

Overhead Costs (No more than 15%)

75,000

TOTAL
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$ 100,000,000

Total resource requirements and sustainability
We have studied several nascent and proposed novel deep-geothermal boring technologies, concluding that EPB
is the most promising for technical and economic success, thus sustainability. Launching a global EPB industry to
rapidly proliferate deep-geothermal-source distributed energy plants worldwide will require very large private
capital investment, by which Humanity's sustainable, equitable, affordable, benign, total energy supply may be
provided. This project's scope and objective is to advance EPB technology to TRL 8-9, enabling full
commercialization via private capital and industry. Via private communications, the European partners who
have conducted the early EPB research have estimated that achieving TRL 8-9 will cost about $150 million, from
which we deduce that the MacArthur $100 million grant will achieve about TRL 8, enabling and attracting
private investment to launch a multi-billion-dollar EPB industry. These experienced European potential partners
have also estimated than multi-MW-scale EPB energy plants will be able to profitably deliver baseload electricity
and hot water for < $0.04/kWh, anywhere on Earth, without risk of earthquakes caused by the costly at-depth
fracking required by Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS), now the default, and consequently preferred, deepgeothermal technology. EPB success will enable both EGS and closed geothermal, fracking-free, worldwide,
system success.
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Other considerations
Risk-mitigation for EPB Technical difficulties: Should the project's progress reveal fundamental scientific,
engineering, or economic problems unlikely to be resolved, we will terminate the project and return all unspent
and uncommitted funding to MacArthur. Other risks: EPB is inherently benign; constructing and operating
closed-cycle energy plants extracting heat from deep (5-10km) boreholes requires little embodied energy and no
externally-supplied operating energy. Intellectual Property (IP): Significant IP will probably be produced by this
EPB project's success. The likely European, and other potential, project partners probably own some degree of
extant valuable and relevant IP, which must be respected, valued, and protected. We will use well-established
international IP protection best-practices. Business models: In order to avail the global energy industry of the
EPB technology we develop in this project, both licensing and franchising may be attractive. We will refuse to
sell the suite of patents and other IP to a single party, whereby the commercialization may be monopolized at an
unneccesarily-high price. Our objective is to enable and motivate private enterprise to rapidly proliferate EPB
energy plants, worldwide. Minimum infrastructure investment: Since EPB energy plants may be built anywhere
on Earth, little new infrastructure, or none, is required to interconnect.
Video pitch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O6DtUHbAc_w
Charitable purpose
The value of EPB success to Humanity will only be realized if private enterprise invests heavily to rapidly
proliferate EPB energy plants worldwide. If the MacArthur grant requires that all IP resulting from the EPB
project remain in the public domain, that might be acceptable to the collaboration partners, although licensing
or franchise of the IP may be a more effective strategy for rapid deep-decarbonization of Humanity's total
energy supply. Alaska Applied Sciences, Inc. (AASI) is a C-corporation registered in USA, a private enterprise
organized for profit. AASI principal, Bill Leighty, is a director of The Leighty Foundation:
www.leightyfoundation.org These entities must remain unrelated in pursuit of the MacArthur Foundation
funded EPB R&D&D project, to avoid illegal and unethical self-dealing.
Therefore, we are aware of "charitable purpose" and will work to achieve it. "The public", i.e. Humanity and
millions of our fellow species endangered by humans' unrestrained combustion of fossil fuels, will benefit from
our successful EPB solution. A "class" of diverse, profit-motivated, private enterprises must benefit financially
from the commercialization and rapid proliferation of EPB energy plants in order to deliver maximum benefit to
Humanity and its fellow species on Earth.
Private benefit
A "class" of diverse, profit-motivated, private enterprises must benefit financially from the commercialization
and rapid proliferation of EPB energy plants in order to deliver maximum benefit to Humanity and its fellow
species on Earth.
Private benefit includes all individuals and enterprises who enjoy the manifold benefits of an energy supply
which is clean, benign, affordable, equitable, autonomous, and indigenous -- providing secure energy services
and freedom from health dangers from dirty energy supplies. The value of EPB success to Humanity will only be
realized if private enterprise invests heavily to rapidly proliferate EPB energy plants worldwide. If the MacArthur
grant requires that all IP resulting from the EPB project remain in the public domain, that might be acceptable to
the collaboration partners, although licensing or franchise of the IP may be a more effective strategy for rapid
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deep-decarbonization of Humanity's total energy supply. Alaska Applied Sciences, Inc. (AASI) is a C-corporation
registered in USA, a private enterprise organized for profit. AASI principal, Bill Leighty, is a director of The
Leighty Foundation: www.leightyfoundation.org These entities must remain unrelated in pursuit of the
MacArthur Foundation funded EPB R&D&D project, to avoid illegal and unethical self-dealing.
Lobbying activities [No]
Human subjects research [No]
Team story
Humanity needs to transform the world's largest industry from ~85% fossil to ~100% CO2-emissions-free energy
sources, as quickly as we prudently and profitably can. After fifteen years' co-authoring research papers on
alternatives to electricity systems for transmission, storage, and integration of diverse renewable energy
resources, pro bono for The Leighty Foundation, AASI principal Bill Leighty concluded that deep geothermal heat
is the best resource for this transformation -- if the energy industry could develop a low-cost technology for
deep (5-10km) Earth boring. After investigating several nascent boring technologies, some supported by USDOE
ARPA-E, AASI concluded that EPB is the best candidate for commercialization.
AASI principal Bill Leighty attended the EPB presentation in Guangzhou, China, in 2012, by Prof Arild Rodland,
NTNU, Norway, and has corresponded with him and Dr. Hans-Olivier Schiegg, SwissGeoPower, since then. With
Tomsk Polytechnic University, Russia, these leading, fundamental EPB researchers will be primary MacArthur
grant collaborators.

NOTE:
A European collaborative has applied for the MacArthur Foundation "100&Change" grant, for a more
comprehensive strategy to access deep geothermal heat, via the "100&Change" program and application
website:
https://www.100andchange.org/
Contact the collaboration directly via Dr. Hans-Olivier Schiegg, CEO, SwissGeoPower AG:
"Hans-Olivier Schiegg" <h.o.schiegg@bluewin.ch>

